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In this article the authors view different ways of forming the strategic management of the

company, they also defines the main inner and external factors that could influence the measure of

strategy in management process. The authors formulate the main tendencies in manufacturing

developing and choose its common and specific features.

The present architecture of business�environ�

ment shows that such aspects of the activity of

successful companies as strategy, strategic vision,

strategic planning make the important part of the

infrastructure of management systems.

It is possible to distinguish a number of ten�

dencies that reflect the development of industrial

and economic relations.

1. One can observe the transfer to the open

model of strategic management targeted at the in�

tegration of the economy subjects, business global�

ization and alliances creation. The products of joint

ventures and financial and industrial groups become

an important factor of competition at national mar�

kets. It is possible to survive in a competitive envi�

ronment only if you develop and apply the strategy

of functioning in a competitive environment.

Thus, the producers may concentrate their ef�

forts on producing highly competitive goods and

in the future increase the quality of the exported

goods. However, business strategy should not

contradict to the general concept of the company

and develop in accordance with market develop�

ment. Here appears the problem of the balance

between the activity inside the company and the

external environment.

This problem can be solved by creating an

organizational form mainly in the form of a net, the

strategic basis of which are various establishments

linked to both internal and external markets. The

heterogeneous system formed on such links is based

on strategic alliances and collaboration between

corporations, decentralized parts of big compa�

nies, small and medium�scale enterprises, united

inside the net between each other and big corpora�

tions. In modern conditions they make the nuclear

of the development of national, regional and world

economy. Therefore it is necessary to make a con�

clusion that the stability of company’s develop�

ment is possible if its subdivisions are targeted at

flexibility. The executive management of the corpo�

ration should be competent in the problems of mar�

ket and product development.

2. The model of open economy, mainly repre�

sented as a net, assumes the process of forecast�

ing the parameters of external environment, the range

of products and services, markets, and what is

most important, defining its long�term aims and

the strategies of how to achieve them. The transfer

from short�term vision of business�development to

medium and long�term scenarios, from forecasting

the development of separate indices ( volumes of

sales, production costs, other indicators) to the

integral concept of development makes it possible

to achieve the integrity of interests and aims be�

tween the subdivisions of a firm and independent

producers.

The organization of strategic management was

established and developed in conditions when there

were neither clear corporate aims nor a well�devel�

oped plan of their implementation, and industrial

and commercial activity was targeted at achieving

enterprise capitalization by any means. This con�

cept became the main criteria in industrial and com�

mercial activity of companies and influenced the

short�term character of the development of eco�

nomic subjects. Being targeted at short�term aims

many corporations have lost their market share,

failed their industrial and commercial activity and

went bankrupt. That is why the necessity to devel�

op a long�term strategy of company development

became evident1.

The process of switching to long�term goals is

reflected in the attitude to the development of in�

novational and investment activity. Investments in

modern equipment and technologies contribute to
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strengthening the competitiveness in a long�term

perspective.

3. The strategy of managing industrial and com�

mercial activity allows the economy subjects change

business ideology, switching from the command

and administrative management style to the idea of

first satisfying the consumers’ demands. This con�

cept is targeted at increasing the flexibility of stra�

tegic decisions.

4. Effective management causes the increase

of flexibility in relation to external environment and

the balance with the processes inside the compa�

ny. This idea of strategic management assumes

creating a balance between strategic and current

work of producers. It means that, on one hand, the

company should remain competitive in its own mar�

ket share and, on the other hand, there is a need for

the enterprise to examine modern directions of de�

velopment in order to plan its activity in the future.

As a consequence, the balance between the present

industrial and commercial activity and development

strategy makes the necessary conditions for devel�

oping and implementing innovations in production

that in the future will lead to stable production

development.

5. There is differentiation of activity, products

and diversification of markets connected with inte�

gration and globalization. Growing competition, new

technological opportunities, foreign capital enter�

ing the market and market globalization led to high

turbulence of environment and caused a necessity

to adapt the enterprises to strategically important

changes of external environment. In such condi�

tions the strategic reaction of producers is trans�

formed into diversified and integration processes

that will make it possible to make the necessary

changes targeted at strengthening its positions in

the market. As a result of broad diversification,

multi�branch complexes appeared in economy that

could activate the production of the goods that

were of great demand in different markets. This

makes it possible for national producers to invest

the capitals in more profitable business spheres

simultaneously reducing the degree of risk. As a

consequence, business globalization leads to the

situation when the following factors are important

for successful business development: secure posi�

tion of producers in price competition in a global

scale; strengthening the company’s innovation ac�

tivity and their desire to increase production quali�

ty, the use of new mass media for promoting pro�

duction in the market, supporting the company’s

image.

6. Products differentiation and transfer to the

situation when the firm is functioning simultaneously

at many markets contributes to the change of mar�

ket with free competition to monopolistic and oli�

gopolistic competition. In such situation the per�

fect competition represented by many sellers and

customers is changed by the monopolistic and oli�

gopolistic competition. Traditionally, there are four

possible competitive structures of markets: per�

fect competition, monopolistic, oligopolistic and

monopoly. The analysis of competitive structures

allows to make some conclusions about their be�

havior in the market. Firstly, the dynamics of most

markets can be characterized by unstable function�

ing and unstable behavior of producers. So mo�

nopolistic competition and oligopoly are intermedi�

ate between perfect competition and monopoly.

But they differ from each other. Monopolistic com�

petition means that there is a great number of sell�

ers, when each of them is too small to dictate

monopolist prices. In oligopoly there is a limited

number of big subjects operating in the market2.

The transfer from internal competition to the

external one leads to increasing the number of mar�

ket participants and the growth of competition.

Consequently, free external competition that forms

oligopolies is good for all the parties participating

in it. Thus such tendency very often leads to strength�

ening the internal competition and contributes to

entering the international markets. In this case the

role of globalization is in the search for a new

position of strategic balance in the conditions of

international interrelations and interdependency of

producers.

The distinguished objective and general ten�

dencies of organizing strategic management are

revealed in more frequent tendencies. Thus the trans�

fer to open model of strategic management aimed

at strengthening the flexibility of industrial and com�

mercial activity causes the necessity of making

structural changes that will lead to: providing bal�

anced correlation of centralization and decentrali�

zation of the process of making managerial deci�

sions; eliminating some hierarchical chains of man�

agement because of less demand in administration;

developing self�government; transfer from tradition�

ally separate implementation of functions to their

integration. Big organizational structures of corpo�

rate type are formed in business: holdings, trusts,

industrial and financial groups and other forms of

management.
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Business globalization leads to eliminating the

differences and preferences and standardization of

consumption. Simultaneously there is a process of

forming the company’s image and the increase of

its competitive advantages.

Next specific tendency is forming the employ�

ees of a new kind, having complex knowledge and

a personality of a manager who in a difficult situa�

tion can make nonstandard decisions able to

strengthen the positions of a company. Managerial

decisions are made according to the information

got in the process of constant experiments and

monitoring and strategic planning of company de�

velopment.

The distinguished objective tendencies are re�

flected in the principals of stable development. At

present there is no integrated system of the princi�

pals of stable development of producers and no

final system of commodity�money relations. There�

fore there is a necessity to develop both general

principals of stable development and specific rules

of managing industrial and commercial activity of

producers3.

If we treat stable development as a balanced

interaction of various factors, the activity of pro�

ducers is influenced by general objective tenden�

cies determining market interaction. The complexi�

ty of modern production and the necessity to achieve

the strategic aims of the enterprise needs the col�

lective activity of all subsystems, the synchroniza�

tion of the activities of all subsystems at the con�

tinuous change of internal and external factors. High

speed of changes causes the necessity to make

constant corrections between the strategic and op�

erative work of the company. So there is a need in

managerial resources aimed at joining entrepreneurial

and current competitive activity. This also can be

reached by following the principals of the strategy

of stable development. The content of the princi�

pals is defined according to the objective tenden�

cies of organizing the strategic management of

producers’ activity. The following principals should

be followed for the stable development of produc�

tion:

♦general principals, reflecting the basic ten�

dencies of stable production development;

♦principals reflecting specific characteristics

of developing separate subdivisions of production

in the unpredictable situation.

The important basic element of strategic man�

agement is defining the aim and the desired result

of the activity of producers. The necessity of ap�

plying the principal of the balance of strategic, tac�

tical and operative aims is caused by the necessity

to provide the dynamic balance between strategic

and current development problems. The producers

face the necessity to support the equilibrium be�

tween the current and strategic activity. The choice

and setting the aim often needs the contradiction

of current and strategic aims. For example, the

choice between the environment protection and high

level of income.

Overlooking these problems decreases the prob�

ability of stable development. That is why there is

a necessity to increase profit by constant renova�

tion of the applied technologies that will make it

possible get additional profit without decreasing

income, salary and increasing prices. In the condi�

tions of high turbulence there is acceleration of the

producers’ activity among the innovation technolo�

gies. Consequently, the implementation of strate�

gic aim depends on the way of its development.

Thus this principal assumes the choice of a certain

strategy that will guarantee the equilibrium of a

company with external environment preventing fu�

ture dangers and making all the necessary transfor�

mations (structural, technological, financial) in time4.

In the principal of a balance of internal compa�

ny’s interests with external environment the follow�

ing tendencies of organizing strategic management

are concentrated: defining the long�term aims of

development and the strategies of their achieving,

strengthening the flexibility in a turbulent environ�

ment, correlation with internal company’s process�

es targeted at adapting the economy subjects and

transfer to the open model of strategic manage�

ment. Implementing this strategy in practice is char�

acterized by high uncertainty and turbulence of the

functioning of producers both in conditions of the

open model of strategic management and in the

markets with different competition structure. This

principal is closely connected with the previous

one, because in a complex environment the disbal�

ance of strategic aims of the companies contribute

to the overall instability.

That is why the strategy inside the company

should be targeted at the demands of other sys�

tems, cooperating for this with various market par�

ticipants. As a result the possibility to target at

long�term goals appears that will finally guarantee

the competitiveness of the companies. This princi�

pal means that the balance of interests guarantees

the penetration into international markets, strength�

ening there competitive advantages, establishing
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the necessary market relations with other market

participants, finding the necessary compromises

and establishing the rules of behaviour regarding

other economy subjects. In such scheme of strate�

gic planning the main parameters of the activity of

producers are defined after receiving the informa�

tion about the markets, competitors and other fac�

tors, providing the dynamic balance between the

internal company interests and external environment.

The economic growth and strengthening the

positions in international markets make it possible

to develop the experience of industrial and com�

mercial activity on the competitive basis. This leads

to finding new resources and strengthening the main

elements of producers’ competitiveness and to the

increase of social and economic indices.

This model of strategic planning contributes to

quick adaptation to the unpredictable and changing

conditions of social and economic environment. The

implementation of this principal, firstly, stimulates

the producers to carry on some industrial and com�

mercial processes simultaneously, secondly, stimu�

lates to improve professional level, thirdly, there is

process of forming the managers of a new type.

The processes of globalization and integration

lead to redistribution of the forces of market par�

ticipants. In order to save and strengthen their po�

sitions and competitive advantages in the market,

corporations participate in mergers and acquisi�

tions, temporary strategic alliances and transna�

tional structures. At present secure positions of

national producers in price competition with for�

eign companies both in global scale and in a do�

mestic market, it strengthens the innovative activi�

ty of national producers, increases the competi�

tiveness of goods and services, and contributes to

the promotion of national production in the market.

In this process the active role belongs to the state,

that by protectionist measures, the taxation mech�

anism helps to strengthen the position of compa�

nies targeted at export.

Thus the principals of business integration and

globalization and rational structural and financial

balance target the activity of producers at over�

coming functional disunity of industrial and eco�

nomic process and integration in such a way that

in the process of developing important strategic

decisions various points of view and alternatives

should be taken into consideration. Achieving the

main goal of globalization (the tendency to opti�

mizing the results of industrial and commercial ac�

tivity) can be accomplished by adapting the re�

sources and aims of the enterprise to the abilities

of global market. In such approach business global�

ization strengthens competitive advantages that

contribute to decreasing production costs both at

world and domestic markets.

The character and the content of specific prin�

cipals of stable development is revealed in the study

of the specific character of the processes of social

and economic development. At present time the

social and economic situation in Russian Federa�

tion is characterized by the stability of economic

growth and this factor influences the functioning of

national economy and its subjects. In relation to

this, to our mind, there are the following main spe�

cific principals:

♦the principal of structural and functional trans�

formations, leading to forming the companies of

market type;

♦the principal of eliminating distinct differ�

ences and preferences in business, that will lead to

the standardization and unification of consump�

tion;

♦the principal of forming the personality of a

manager of a new type, able to react quickly to the

changing market environment;

♦the principal of information and communica�

tion support of the process of making managerial

decisions.

In order to satisfy the demands of specific

principals it is necessary to analyze both the inter�

nal possibilities of the company and external com�

petitive forces and the search of the ways to use

external opportunities taking into account the spe�

cific character of the company. We think it is pos�

sible to conclude that specific principals can im�

prove the reaction of the enterprise on market dy�

namics and competitors’ behaviour. Moreover, the

principal of information and communication sup�

port decreases the uncertainty of the company’s

functioning and strengthens the competence of

management in the process of making competitive

managerial decisions.
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